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Abstract
Computing devices continue to be increasingly spread out
within our everyday environments. Computers are embed-
ded into everyday devices in order to serve the functionality
of electronic components or to enable new services in their
own right. Existing Substitution-Permutation Network (SPN)
ciphers, such as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES),
are not suitable for devices where memory, power consump-
tion or processing power is limited. Lightweight SPN ciphers,
such as GIFT-128 provide a solution for running cryptogra-
phy on low resource devices. The GIFT-128 cryptographic
scheme is a building block for GIFT-COFB (Authenticated
Encryption with Associated Data), one of the finalists in the
ongoing NIST lightweight cryptography standardization pro-
cess (NISTIR 8369). Determination of an adequate level of
security and providing subsequent mechanisms to achieve
it, is one of the most pressing problems regarding embed-
ded computing devices. In this paper we present experimen-
tal results and comparative study of Deep Learning (DL)
based Side Channel Attacks on lightweight GIFT-128. To our
knowledge, this is the first study of the security of GIFT-128
against DL-based SCA attacks.

Introduction
Computing devices continue to be increasingly spread out
within our everyday environments. Computers are “embed-
ded” into everyday devices in order to serve the function-
ality of electronic components or to enable new services
in their own right. Determination of an adequate level of
security and providing subsequent mechanisms to achieve
it, is one of the most pressing problems regarding em-
bedded computing devices.The fundamental problem for
resource-constrained systems is the fact that current cryp-
tographic algorithms (e.g. (Daemen and Rijmen 2003)) uti-
lize significant energy consumption and storage overhead.
In 2016, the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) launched a multi-year standardization process for
lightweight cryptography (LWC), in which ciphers are eval-
uated for efficient implementation on resource-constrained
platforms and sufficient level of security (Arribas 2020).
Side-channel analysis (SCA)is a significant threat to the suc-
cessful deployment of cryptographic solutions. Previous re-
search at the intersection between Deep Learning (DL) and
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SCA focused (almost) exclusively on the AES (Daemen
and Rijmen 2003). Thus, a consistent study of the SCA-
vulnerabilities of the NIST LWE candidates for a standard,
is still missing. In this paper we investigate and provide ex-
perimental results of DL-based SCA on GIFT-128 (Banik
et al. 2017), the building block of one of the finalists in the
ongoing NIST LWE standardization process.

Background
In this section, we introduce general cryptographic terminol-
ogy and present a background on side channel attacks.
An iterated block cipher is a block cipher obtained by it-
erating r times a round function R : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n,
each time with its own keyKi ∈ K, whereK is called round
key space. The block size is n bits, the number of rounds is
equal to r,X(0) is the plaintext, and X(r) is the ciphertext
X(i) = RKi(X

(i−1)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Side-Channel Attacks (SCA) analyze physical leakage that
is emitted during the execution of a cryptographic algorithm
in a device (e.g. power consumption (P. Kocher, J. Jaffe, and
B. Jun 1999)). Deep Learning (DL) techiques have shown
to be effective in various scenarios (e.g. (Timon 2019), (E.
Prouff, R. Strullu, R. Benadjila, E. Cagli, and C. Dumas
2018)). While the use of DL methods in so-called profiled
SCA have been well studied, a DL-based non-profiling SCA
techniques have been proposed only recently (Timon 2019)
and applied only to conventional cryptographic standards
(Daemen and Rijmen 2003).
Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) is a type of SCA de-
scribed as follows: Given a set of power traces and the cor-
responding sets of intermediate values φ1, φ2, . . . φ2|k| , CPA
aims at recovering the secret subkey k∗ using a correlation
factor between the measured power samples and the power
model of the computed sensitive values (E. Brier, C. Clavier,
and F. Olivier 2004). A power model is used to determine
the hypothetical power consumption of the target device as a
function of the intermediate value φk considering the power
consumption of the device.

Experimental Results
We perform experiments using power traces of GIFT-128
(Banik et al. 2017) collected from the ChipWhisperer-Lite
board (W. Unger, L. Babinkostova, M. Borowczak and R.
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Erbes 2021). Implementation environment, device, and mea-
surement details can be found in (W. Unger, L. Babinkos-
tova, M. Borowczak and R. Erbes 2021).

Deep Learning Power Analysis (DLPA). We applied a
Deep Learning based Non-Profiled SCA proposed in (Timon
2019) by combining CPA-like hypotheses with Deep Learn-
ing training. The target function is HW (Sbox(di ⊕ k∗)),
where (di)1≤i≤N are known random values and k∗ ∈ K
is the fixed secret key value. We used two variants of
DLPA, using MLP and CNN architectures as underlying
neural networks. In addition, we used Hamming Weight
(Hamming Weight is the number of non-zero symbols in
a symbol sequence) labeling method to perform DLPA:
Hi,k = HW (Vi,k), where Vi,k = F (di, k) and F (di, k∗) =
Sbox(di ⊕ k∗).

We conducted CPA, DLPA-MLP, and DLPA-CNN on 10
datasets of 345 power traces of GIFT-128, each with 1250
time samples. Our results, found in table ??, show that both
CPA and DLPA-CNN were able to successfully recover all
round keys while DLPA-MLP only recovered the round-key
in 6 out of 10 datasets.

Attack Accuracy
CPA 100%

DLPA-CNN 100%
DLPA-MLP 60%

Table 1: Attacks performed on 10 different data sets, each
with a different fixed key and 345 traces

During our experiments, the HW model for DLPA-CNN
on GIFT-128 provided better results than in (Timon 2019)
where the same model was weaker on Advanced Encryp-
tion Standard (AES) (Daemen and Rijmen 2003) (non-
lightweight cryptographic standard). This illustrates the im-
portance of the labeling method when conducting Non-
Profiled SCA on different cryptographic schemes.

Implementation With De-synchronization. As the Chip-
Whisperer traces are by default almost perfectly synchro-
nized, we added de-synchronization to study the efficiency
of DLPA on GIFT-128 against de-synchronized traces. The
implementation of de-synchronization involves offsetting
the traces by adding random delays during encryption to
simulate a clock jitter effect (E. Brier, C. Clavier, and F.
Olivier 2004). The traces were de-synchronized through
shifting each trace left or right by random values chosen in
the interval [-25, 25]. The de-synchronization results for the
three attacks are shown in Table ??.

Attack Accuracy
CPA 0%

DLPA-CNN 100%
DLPA-MLP 0%

Table 2: Attacks performed on 10 different de-synchronize
datasets, each with a different fixed key and 345 traces

Figure 1: CPA conducted on de-synchronized traces. The
correct key does not produce a singular spike in correlation
or the highest correlation

As we can observe, DLPA-CNN attack, due to the
translation-invariant property of its non-linear layers, is able
to recover the round key with an accuracy of 100%, while
CPA and MLP-DLPA are not. The inability of CPA to ad-
dress de-synchronization can be seen in Table ?? and Fig-
ure 1 where the correlation for the correct key does not sepa-
rate from the others. A similar issue happens with the DLPA-
MLP that just overfits.
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